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Fractal characteristics of chromatin, revealed by light or electron microscopy, have been reported
during the last 20 years. Fractal features can easily be estimated in digitalized microscopic images
and are helpful for diagnosis and prognosis of neoplasias. During carcinogenesis and tumor
progression, an increase of the fractal dimension (FD) of stained nuclei has been shown in
intraepithelial lesions of the uterine cervix and the anus, oral squamous cell carcinomas or
adenocarcinomas of the pancreas. Furthermore, an increased FD of chromatin is an unfavorable
prognostic factor in squamous cell carcinomas of the oral cavity and the larynx, melanomas and
multiple myelomas. High goodness-of-fit of the regression line of the FD is a favorable prognostic
factor in acute leukemias and multiple myelomas. The nucleus has fractal and power-
law organization in several different levels, which might in part be interrelated. Some possible
relations between modifications of the chromatin organization during carcinogenesis and tumor
progression and an increase of the FD of stained chromatin are suggested. Furthermore,
increased complexity of the chromatin structure, loss of heterochromatin and a less-perfect
self-organization of the nucleus in aggressive neoplasias are discussed.
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Fractality: a general concept in biology &
medicine
The fractal concept, which was introduced by
Mandelbrot [1], provides a general theoretical
framework for the description of many objects
or processes and is nowadays applied to every
kind of science. From a mathematical point of
view there are different definitions of dimen-
sion. In the Euclidian geometry, objects are
homogeneous and uniform. The Euclidian
dimension is now calculated after scaling down.
Let us now have a look at a surface measured
in square decimeters. After scaling down by a
factor of 10, that is, now measuring in centi-
meters, 100 (102) squared centimeters will fit
in the original squared decimeter. So, the Eucli-
dean dimension is now given by the exponent
2. In the same way, after scaling down a cube

(originally measured in cubic decimeters) into
cubic centimeters, the Euclidean dimension of
the original cube will be 3 [2].

The topolocal dimension is based on the
connectedness among points in a set. It is the
dimension of the object required to separate
any part of the original set from the rest, plus
one. According to this definition, a line has a
topological dimension of one, a plane of two
and a solid of three. In contrast to the ideal
forms of Euclidean geometry, many natural
objects are highly irregular with dimensions in
between the integer values [2]. In order to
define fractal dimension (FD), we compare the
topological dimension with the object´s space
filling properties, which can be quantified by
the so-called Hausdorff–Besicovitch dimension.
A fractal is a set for which the Hausdorff–
Besicovitch dimension strictly exceeds its
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topological dimension [2,3]. The fractal dimension (FD) of a
binarized, that is, black-white image, for instance a line in 2D,
is a non-integer number between 1 and 2. An intensively
folded and wrinkled line would fill the 2D plane more than a
smoother curve and therefore has a higher FD. Regarding a
‘rough’ landscape-like surface, this dimension varies between
2 and 3 and expresses the amount of filling the 3D
cube. FIGURE 1 shows an example of a cauliflower plant. Its
curved surface reveals myriads of infoldings. In other words,
the cauliflower surface is ‘leaking’ into the third Euclidean
dimension [2], that is, approximating a 3D object and
corresponding to a non-integer FD. Fractals are self-similar
structures, that is, they reveal a characteristic pattern that can
be repeatedly observed at any magnification, or, in other words,
comprise nested copies of the whole object [2]. In order to esti-
mate the FD, we can measure a feature, for example, the
perimeter of an object, at a certain scale. Then we repeat this
measurement at different scales and create a so-called log-log
diagram. In our example, we are plotting on the x-axis the log-
arithmic values of the scaling unit and on the y-axis the loga-
rithmic values of the perimeter. When the regression curve of
these observed data points builds a line, we can say that the
perimeter of this object has fractal characteristics. The relation
between x and y obeys a non-linear power-law: y = a � xk.
The FD is derived from the slope of the regression line in the
log-log-plot. Therefore, there is no especially defined scale for
the measurement of a fractal. In other words, fractals are scale-
independent. In a strict sense, this is only true for mathematical
objects which are self-similar over an unlimited range of scales.
In nature, however, biological objects or processes are self-
similar only within a fractal domain which is defined by an
upper and a lower limit (also called the scaling window), in
which fractality can be observed [4,5]. Fractality, that is, the
whole set of fractal features, is a characteristic of a certain
measurement variable. Any object or process can, obviously, be
described by many variables and each of them may, or not,
reveal fractal characteristics. Therefore, an object or process can
simultaneously show fractality in completely different aspects of
its description. In computer simulations, fractals can be con-
structed in a rather simple way by iteration of an initial
motif [6,7]. In nature, however, irregular shapes are not as per-
fectly built as by simple iterative computer programs, since the
self-similar or hierarchical structures are influenced by random
effects, that is, the structure of smaller parts is only similar, but
not identical to the structure of the whole. A cauliflower plant
is an example for natural fractal growth [8] with a rather simple,
iterative branching pattern, but at a closer look, it is not exactly
regular (FIGURE 1A–C). Castro et al. explained the cauliflower
growth as the result of an interplay between different factors:
an interaction among the branches sustaining the external sur-
face with competitive growth among different plant features,
non-conservation of mass, intrinsic biologic fluctuations and an
extra stabilizing component [7]. Furthermore, they showed that
the surfaces of actual cauliflower plants and combustion fronts
obey the same scaling laws, and that a rather simple equation is

able to capture the non-trivial dynamics of cauliflower-
type growth in general. The fractal concept has improved our
understanding of many physiological phenomena, for instance,
metabolic rate, intracellular bio-energetic dynamics, drug clear-
ance, population genetics, tissue organization and tumor
growth. Fractality describes very well the complexity of macro-
scopic and microscopic anatomic structures and reveals the
design principles of organisms [2–67].

From the standpoint of evolution, fractal structures have
advantages. In nature, biological fractal structures are generated
by the repetition of the same morphogenetic mechanism many
times, for example, branching. Thus, fractal algorithms based
on a set of similar scale-invariant modules are a parsimonious
way of morphogenesis, because they need only relatively small
genetic programs [51–63].

Fractal branching permits the construction of complex con-
nections with short distances for transport. In membranes, frac-
tal foldings multiply the surface area without the necessity to
increase the volume. The fractal construction principle enables
the morphogenesis of complex structures which are more stable
than those generated by classical scaling, being more error tol-
erant. In any physiological system, power-law organization, that
is, linearity in a log-log diagram, is the basis for rapid adapta-
tions of the organism after challenges from the environment.
Some authors try to relate structure and function more closely.
According to Isaeva, the fractal structure of neurons appears to
correlate with chaotic processes in the nervous system [51,63].

Bizzarri et al. postulated that the morphologic characteriza-
tion of a cell population by fractal analysis could provide inde-
pendent data for the description of the dynamics of the
underlying system and help to characterize its behavior by a
phase-space diagram [56].

Self-organization is a fundamental feature of living organ-
isms, at all hierarchical levels [18]. Self-organization and fractal-
ity are intimately related. Molski and Konarski postulated that
the fractal structure of the space in any biological system could
characterize self-organization [14]. Kurakin [16] proposed the uni-
versal ‘self-organizing fractal theory’ which is based on the con-
cept of the scale-invariance of self-organizational dynamics of
energy or matter at all levels of organizational hierarchy, such
as elementary particles, cells, organisms or the universe as a
whole. This hypothetical concept postulates living matter as an
organizational state or phase of non-living matter created by
evolution and self-organization of the latter.

Fractality in the cell nucleus
Since the fractal concept is ubiquitous in life sciences, we
expect it also to be present as a construction and organization
principle in the cell nucleus in different levels of organization.
As early as in 1989, Takahashi suggested a fractal model of
chromosomes and chromosomal DNA replication [65]. This
author described the FD as a method to measure chromatin
condensation and prophesized, that ‘a fractal theory of chroma-
tin structure will find an application in the morphological
study of malignant cell nucleus’. Matioli, based on observations
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of hemopoietic stem cells, identified several parameters, includ-
ing FDs and oscillatory behavior in a multi-stable landscape,
that scale down to subcellular structures such as chromatids,
chromatin entanglements and DNA segmental motions [68].

A recent study on the effects of colcemid on chromosome
condensation showed that the dynamic of this process was
deterministically chaotic with a long-term correlation and scal-
ing exponents 0.5 < a < 1.0, thus underlining the non-linear
properties of human chromatin [69].

Chromatin forms two large nuclear compartments:
i) heterochromatin that is dense, with repressed transcription
activity, which forms mainly clusters around the nuclear periph-
ery or nucleolus, the so-called ‘peripheral heterochromatic
compartment’ and ii) the loosely packed, active euchromatin,
which fills most of the internal nucleoplasm [70]. Spinelli [71]

determined the FDs of heterochromatic sequences and suggested
the hypothesis of heterochromatin as a self-organizing system at

the edge of cellular and environmental chaos. On the molecular
level, scale-independent self-similarity in DNA and RNA sequen-
ces has been reported [72–74]. GA-sequences, which are composed
of hundreds of thousands of segments of DNA containing only
guanine and adenine, have been described as a class of fractal
genomic sequences, scattered densely throughout the chromo-
somes. They can be detected in a large number of genomes from
different species and are considered to be useful universal natural
markers of the non-coding regions of genomes [75]. Repetitive
DNA sequences derived from transposable elements are co-clus-
tering with other classes of repeat elements, genes or other com-
ponents of the genome, and in that way, not randomly
distributed. Sellis et al. reported power-law-like size distributions
in the spatial arrangement of Alu and LINE1 elements in the
human genome, with a very large scaling window [76]. Besides
that, a power-law-like pattern of the distribution of protein-cod-
ing segments has been described for several organisms [77].

A B

C

Figure 1. A cauliflower plant as an example for a naturally occurring fractal structure. A self-similar pattern across different mag-
nification scales (A–C) is visible in the ramification pattern as well as in the surface structure. When trying to measure the surface, we will
recognize an astonishing phenomenon: with increasing zoom factor (A–C), we will detect more and more structural details and surface
infoldings, which will result in an increase of the surface.
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Small angle neutron scattering on isolated chicken erythro-
cyte nuclei revealed DNA power-law relations between the scat-
tering intensity and the scattering vector, thus indicating a
fractal organization with a dimension of 2.4 between 15 and
400 nm and 2.9 for larger length scales. In the same experi-
ments, nuclear protein organization also revealed fractal features
with a dimension of about 2.5 over the full-length spectrum.
Neutron scattering has the advantage to demonstrate the fractal
organization of chromatin over a broad spatial range, between
15 nm and 10 mm [78–80]. The motion of nuclear proteins in
the inter-chromatin space is hindered by chromatin fibers.
Therefore, indirect information on nuclear structures may be
obtained from nuclear rheology. Bancaud et al. studied in liv-
ing mouse cell nuclei the diffusion of tracers [80]. Complex
behaviors equivalent to anomalous diffusion or multiple-
component diffusion were observed at smaller length scales of
about 100–200 nm. It was demonstrated that the dynamics of
soluble nuclear proteins was independent of their size. Quanti-
tative modeling of interaction kinetics favored a fractal model
of chromatin organization with a distinct fractal architecture of
nucleoplasmic euchromatin (FD: 2.6) and heterochromatin
(FD: 2.2) in the 2- to 100-nm scaling window. Thus, euchro-
matin with a higher FD is characterized by a rougher, highly
branched and more space-filling surface, and heterochromatin,
by a smoother surface with a smaller surface area [80,81]. But it
is important to emphasize that these FDs are only valid for a
scaling window smaller than 100 nm.

These findings were corroborated by experiments with
another technique. A new sequencing technology, the so-
called Hi-C technique [82] cross-links spatially adjacent chroma-
tin segments. After DNA shattering, loose ends of the cross-
linked DNA fragments are joined, thus creating hybrid frag-
ments which contain DNA from spatially near, but genomically
distinct locations. Sequencing of these hybrid fragments allows

a precise and unbiased genome-wide mapping of long-range
chromatin interactions. With this technique, DNA across the
entire genome of K562 and GM06990 cells was analyzed [82].
The intra- and inter-chromosomal interaction pattern gave
strong evidence for a spatial segregation in two genome-wide
compartments, equivalent to an organization of chromosomes
in ‘open’ euchromatin, less compact and enriched in active
genes, and ‘closed’ heterochromatin, more compact and nearly
without transcriptional activity. The intra-chromosomal contact
probabilities followed a power-law scaling in a spatial range
between 500 nm and 2 mm. These data gave rise to a new
theory of the DNA organization: the fractal globule, that is, a
crumpled, knot-free polymer conformation of about 1 mm in
diameter with a FD of nearly 3, which enables maximally
dense packing, but maintains the ability to easily fold and
unfold any genomic locus. Recent experimental studies report
comparable findings in mouse nuclei [83].

This model derived from experimental observations had
been theoretically predicted two decades ago and, at that
time, been named ‘crumpled globule model’ [84–86] (FIGURE 2)
DNA can be considered a polymer configuration. Repeated
folding of polymers (crumpling) turns them into condensed
fractal structures without self-crossings or entanglements. This
configuration has the advantage of rapid and easy unraveling
when this should be necessary. Yet, it must be stated that some
authors [80] consider the crumpled globule to be a transient
arrangement and that it could ultimately collapse into an equi-
librium globule which would be the stable configuration in a
poor solvent.

According to Hübner et al., chromosomes are organized in
chromosome territories, which comprised fractal globules [87].
Fractal globules coming from adjacent chromosomes form an
interdigitated surface. Chromatin fibers can interact within a
fractal globule, more frequently between fractal globules of the
same chromosome territory or, very rarely, between adjacent
chromosome territories.

Bancaud et al. summarizing different models of chromatin
configuration support the concept of a fractal architecture of
the nuclear DNA mass distribution at length scales larger than
300 nm, but emphasize the absence of a consensus about the
nature of the underlying DNA structure at smaller scales [80].

Other authors, however, claim to have found inconsistencies
of the fractal globule model [88,89]. Dekker et al. draw attention
to the fact that although in the original model the fractal glob-
ule is formed during condensation, there is evidence for the
emergence of a similar chromatin organization during decon-
densation from mitotic chromosomes. Furthermore, it is
believed that the fractal globule could also be the result of an
equilibrium state of a polymer ring in a melt of rings with
stable chromatin loops [90].

de Wit and de Laat [91] try to explain nuclear organization
with a hybrid of a microenvironment and a network model.

A more generalized concept, the ‘strings and binders switch
model’, recently introduced by Barbieri et al. seems to over-
come many contradictions [92]. This concept integrates the

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the fractal globule
model after crumpled folding. Open (transcriptionally active)
chromatin drawn in white and closed (silent) chromatin in black
symbolizing darker heterochromatin and lighter euchromatin in
stained nuclei.
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scaling properties of chromatin folding, the fractal features of
chromatin and the processes of domain formation and looping
out. It also includes the fractal–globule model, but only as one
possible transient conformation. Cavalli and Mistelli postulated
an extensive self-enforcing feedback between genome activity
and spatial organization, and suggest a self-organizing and self-
perpetuating system of the nucleus [93].

We would like to emphasize here that fractal features of the
chromatin organization are present in different neoplasias, irre-
spective of their origin and type. This was shown in a study on
a data set comprising more than 3000 cancer specimens from
26 histological types [94] that the 3D chromatin organization
and spatial co-localization influence the distribution of somatic
copy-number alterations (SNCAs) in cancer. Interestingly, there
was a power-law relation between the distance between SNCA
ends and their mean number, both for amplifications and dele-
tions. Regions enriched for 3D interactions appeared to experi-
ence frequent SCNAs. In the best-fitting model, the 3D
chromatin configuration explained a factor of about 100 in rel-
ative frequencies of SCNAs, whereas purifying selection con-
tributed only by an additional factor of about 3 for long
SCNAs. Finally, the authors compared different models of
chromatin organization and found that the fractal globule con-
cept was the best model to explain their results. Thus, this
study shows that the fractal globule model is valid to describe
the nuclear chromatin organization in various tumors and that
the fractal configuration is also important for the formation
and localization of chromosomal alterations.

In the former paragraphs, we demonstrated the global fractal
organization of the nucleus where these features can be found
in different elements and construction levels (e.g., DNA, chro-
matin, the nucleoplasm or the whole nucleus) with varying
scaling windows.

An intriguing question is now, whether these organization
levels are all completely independent or whether, for instance, a
power-law organization on a lower level (e.g., 1D DNA
sequences) could provoke the emergence of fractal features on a
higher level (e.g., the 3D nuclear configuration). According to
Albrecht-Buehler, a conceivable linkage between the fractal
DNA packing and the GA-fractal sequences has not been estab-
lished yet [75]. When, however, considering the ubiquitous prin-
ciple of parsimony in nature, it would be difficult to imagine
that the different forms of fractal organization in various levels
in the nucleus would all be completely unrelated. Several
authors postulated an interplay of fractal characteristics between
different levels in the nucleus. Li speculated that the fractal
chromatin structure might have a causal relationship with the
fractal statistics of the fluctuating proportion of guanine (G) or
cytosine (C) nucleotide bases in the human genome [95]. Tang
suggested that repeats may coordinate the higher-order struc-
ture of chromatin, since disparate repeats of the same family
often cluster in the 3D space of the nucleus, by means of
‘repeat pair’ interactions [96].

Klimopoulos et al. investigated the large-scale features of the
spatial arrangement of transposable elements and observed

power-law-like size distributions of inter-repeat distances
extending up to several orders of magnitude [97]. The authors
postulated that power-law distributions of transposable ele-
ments might contribute to the ‘fractal globule’ genome struc-
ture through recombinational DNA-DNA ‘kissing interactions’.
Applying photo-activated light microscopy, Récamier et al.
analyzed recently the 3D distribution of the histone protein
H2B at nanometric resolution. The distribution of distances
of the resulting point pattern was following a power-law. The
authors concluded that their findings linked linear genomic
distances to 3D distances and could add a higher complexity
level to chromatin organization with a ‘stronger than antici-
pated relation’ [201].

Arneodo et al. pointed out the need of a multi-scale
approach for improving our understanding of chromatin physi-
ology integrating different levels of chromatin organization. [98]

They emphasized that all these levels are consistently function-
ally coupled and cannot be investigated separately and claimed
to have demonstrated that the lowest levels condition the
organization at larger scales and vice versa.

Singh Sandhu et al. described a general theoretical frame-
work of the chromatin and genome organization [99]. They
suggested a fractal hierarchy of chromatin organization start-
ing from gene loops at a basic level, to distant enhancer–pro-
moter interactions at a middle level, and finally, a long-
range cis- and trans-enhancer–promoter and promoter–pro-
moter interactions at a higher level. Their concept comprises
the progressive transformation of 1D genomic information to
2D interaction networks and, finally, to the 3D chromatin
fractal globule architecture, based on a crude 3D space-
filled model of the genome obtained by reverse engineering
from RNAPII-mediated chromatin interaction data. Thus we
can see, that different research groups try to establish causal
links between the fractal organization at different levels,
although many of these above-mentioned concepts are still
hypothetical and need further experimental corroboration.

Fractality in microscopic images of chromatin
In this chapter, we will discuss the fractal characteristics of
stained histologic sections or stained cytologic smears. The
resulting images are representations (sections or projections) of
the 3D dye binding to the chromatin structure of fixed nuclei.
Basically, two distinct chromatin conformations can be distin-
guished by light microscopy: euchromatin, which is uncon-
densed and heterochromatin, which is darker and considered to
be transcriptionally less active.

Classical morphologists have demonstrated an indirect evi-
dence for the fractal organization of chromatin for more than
two decades [100–139] using conventional light microscopy, con-
focal microscopy or electron microscopic analysis.

In some investigations, the fractal characteristics of the
nuclear membrane outline and the nuclear membrane-
bound heterochromatin were analyzed [119,120]. In this case, the
gray value images were binarized above or below a certain
threshold value, thus creating FDs between 1 and 2. The most
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common technique for fractal analysis is box counting. Grids
of different box sizes are layered on a binarized image. The
number of boxes containing the regions of interest are counted
for each grid and then a log-log plot is created with x = log
(number of boxes per length of the grid) and y = log (number
of boxes containing a part of the structure of interest). The
slope of the linear regression curve is equivalent to the FD.

The choice of the gray-level cut-off point for thresholding
may strongly influence the results, however [140]. Threshold-
ing reduces the information content of, for instance,
256 gray values (8 bits/pixel) to a binarized ‘black and
white’ image (1 bit/pixel). In order to use all information
provided by the gray values, the fractal measurement should
be based on pseudo-3D images [103,106,107,110–113,122–129,131–

134,134–138]. In these images, the gray values of the nuclear
chromatin create a pseudo-3D representation (also called 2½
D image) in form of ‘rough’ landscape-like surfaces. Here,
the x and y coordinates are equivalent to the position of the
pixel and the z coordinate represents its gray level (FIGURES 3 & 4).
The FD can now be calculated by the box-counting method
or other algorithms extended to three dimensions. Since
the three coordinates do not share the same unit, we do
not use the term ‘self-similarity’ for the rough surface, but
rather the term ‘self-affinity’ and characterize them by a FD.
It has been shown that there is a high correlation between
the FD of these surfaces and the human visual perception
of roughness and irregularity [141]. Thus, the FD is an

ideal measurement variable for quantitation of chromatin
irregularity.

In a further step, the squared value of the Pearson correla-
tion coefficient (R) between the real and the estimated y values
on the regression line is calculated. The R2 value characterizes
the goodness-of-fit of the regression line and is therefore an
estimate of the ‘quality of the fractal’. An ideal fractal has a R2 =
1.0. Real fractals show R2 values below 1.0.

Fractal changes of chromatin during normal
development
In an experimental study, the nuclear texture of cytologic prep-
arations of hematoxylin eosin (H&E)-stained cardiomyocyte
nuclei of normal and healthy Wistar rats with ages between
19 and 83 days after conception were compared. Following
normal development of the rat heart, the FD of nuclear chro-
matin of cardiomyocytes diminished significantly (r = -0.603;
p = 0.001; Spearman rank order correlation) with increasing age
(FIGURES 3–5) [133]. In a similar way, the FD of nuclear chromatin
in kidney macula densa cells declined during postnatal develop-
ment of male Swiss albino mice [134].

Alterations of the nuclear architecture during physiologic
development and growth may reflect epigenomic changes and a
topological redistribution. The arrangement of chromosome
territories and peri-centromeric heterochromatin is changing
during differentiation, thus creating distinct cell type-
specific distribution patterns [142].

Fractal changes of chromatin in neoplasias, during
carcinogenesis & tumor progression
In a pilot study, Stefan et al. demonstrated in binarized chro-
matin images of H&E-stained cytologic smears a higher FD
for dog lymphoma nuclei (range 1.588–1.617) than for normal
lymphoblasts (range 1.503–1.536 [143]), but since these results
are based on very few cases, these data should be interpreted
with caution. A similar pilot study was done on human lym-
phomas by Mashiah et al. using binarized cytological
images [109]. Normal lymph node cells had an average FD of
1.168 and reactive lymph nodes of 1.2038. The average FDs
in chronic lymphocytic leukemia, follicular lymphoma and dif-
fuse large B-cell lymphoma nuclei were 1.218, 1.224 and
1.299, respectively. Differences between the FDs of all groups
were significant. The authors interpreted these data as a relation
between the FD and the aggressiveness of the lymphoma, or,
in other words, the more aggressive the lymphoma subtype, the
higher the FD.

In two studies, the FD was measured according to the
‘Minkowski sausage method’ in pseudo-3D representations of
routinely May-Grünwald-Giemsa-stained cytologic smears. The
reported mean values were for acute precursor B lymphoblastic
leukemia blasts 2.265 (range 2.238–2.285) [131], and for mye-
loma cells 2.113 (range 2.071–2.278) [124].

Nielsen et al. studied digitalized transmission electron micro-
graphs (TEM) of mouse liver cell nuclei and compared normal
liver, hyperplastic nodules and hepatocellular carcinomas [138].

Figure 3. Microscopic image of a H&E-stained cytologic
preparation with (segmented) nuclei of a 60 days old
Wistar rat.
Figure taken from [133].
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A combination of several single fractal features derived from a
polygonization-based method applied on the periphery of the
cell nuclei discriminated samples from the hyperplastic nodules
and hepatocellular carcinomas from normal ones.

Sedivy et al. analyzed digitalized images of H&E-stained
paraffin sections of biopsies from the uterine cervix [126]. After
automatic thresholding, binary nuclear images (showing the
outlines of darker H&E-stained chromatin regions) were ana-
lyzed by box-counting. The FD increased significantly from
normal epithelial cells (FD: 1.02) to CIN1 (FD: 1.32) and
CIN2 (FD: 1.37) and was highest in CIN3 cells (FD: 1.40).
In a similar study on cervical lesions, Dey et al. measured the
FDs on cytological smears with similar techniques and came
to a comparable result: the mean FD of the normal nucleus
was 1.2425, in low-grade lesions (LSIL) 1.3504 and in high-
grade cases (HSIL) 1.4379 (p < 0.0001) [127]. In an additional
investigation, CIN lesions were studied with a different analy-
sis technique [128]. In Papanicolaou-stained cytological prepa-
rations of cervical lesions, the FD of the pseudo 3D gray
images of the nuclear chromatin was calculated. The results,
however, were very similar. The mean FD rose from
2.4225 in normal cases, to 2.5159 in LSIL cases and was
2.5905 in HSIL lesions.

In Feulgen-stained paraffin-sections of oral squamous cell
carcinomas, the nuclear FD was determined after binariza-
tion [108]. Nuclei of carcinomas presented higher mean fractal
values (mean FD: 1.315) than nuclei of normal mucosa (mean
FD: 1.28). Well-differentiated neoplasms had lower FD values
(mean FD: 1.29) than poorly differentiated ones (mean FD:
1.335). Generally, in the control group and stage I neoplasms
the FD values were low, whereas in stage II–IV tumors
they were high. Delides et al. determined the mean FD of
H&E-stained chromatin in binarized histologic images of squa-
mous cell carcinomas of the larynx as FD: 1.68 (range 1.60–
1.77) [104].

In H&E-stained histologic sections of malignant melanomas,
the chromatin FD, measured in pseudo-3D representations,
ranged between 2.01 and 2.082 with a median value of
2.06 and was significantly correlated with tumor thickness (r =
0.482) and the mitotic rate (r = 0.342) [113].

Vasilescu et al. studied biopsy samples from pancreatic adeno-
carcinomas and compared the FDs of chromatin in H&E-
stained histologic sections of paraffin-embedded material between
patients with resectable and non-resectable cases [130]. The FD,
measured after binarization of the gray value images, was signifi-
cantly higher in the non-resectable carcinomas (FD: 1.78) than
in the resectable ones (FD: 1.45).

Ahammer et al. compared the FD of the pseudo-3D gray
images of histologic sections in cases of anal intraepithelial neo-
plasia (AIN) [129]. Although their images comprised besides the
nuclear chromatin structures also cytoplasmic features, their
results are interesting and comparable with the aforementioned
studies based only on nuclear chromatin. They found for
AIN1 a mean FD of 2.19, for AIN2 a mean of 2.28 and for
AIN3 a mean FD of 2.39. The results were statistically

significant between the groups. In other words, in intraepithe-
lial anal lesions, the actual value of the FD increases with the
grade of dysplasia.

Figure 4. Pseudo-3D representation of Figure 3. In this image,
the inverse gray level (256 gray values) of each pixel represents
the height on the z-axis. In that way, white pixels correspond
to the bottom and black pixels to maximum height.
Figure taken from [133].
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Figure 5. Decreasing fractal dimension of the cardiomyocyte
chromatin with increasing age of normal rats in H&E-
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In an interesting study on Feulgen-stained histologically non-
malignant-appearing diploid nuclei from prostatic lesions, it was
possible to differentiate cases with benign hyperplasia from cases
with adjacent adenocarcinoma by a discrimination analysis based
on chromatin texture. Among different texture parameters, com-
prising gray-level co-occurrence parameters and others, fractal
features were of high discriminative power. The discriminator

was composed of only three components, two of them fractal-
derived variables: the mean FD and the standard deviation of the
fractal area [115]. In other words, fractal-derived variables charac-
terize very well the discrete chromatin changes, which are invisi-
ble to the human eye, in non-malignant epithelial cells in the
vicinity of prostate carcinomas. In summary, the FD of stained
nuclear chromatin tends to increase during the evolution of intra-
epithelial clones to the invasive carcinoma and during the pro-
gression to higher tumor stages (TABLE 1).

Fractal features of chromatin as prognostic factors in
malignant neoplasias
In histological slides, meningiomas with a higher FD of the
nuclear border tended to recur faster [136], but this feature was no
longer an independent prognostic factor in a multivariate analysis.

The question is now, whether at a certain defined stage of
the tumor evolution, chromatin characteristics could predict
the tumor behavior in future, that is, separate the potentially
aggressive, early metastasizing neoplasias from those with a
slow tumor growth and absence of metastatization. In other
words, the question is whether the FD of nuclear chromatin
could be a prognostic factor.

In an investigation on the FD of nuclei in Feulgen-
stained paraffin-sections of oral squamous cell carcinomas,
patients with lower FDs had statistically significant higher sur-
vival rates. The FD of chromatin was found to be an independ-
ent for survival in those patients [108]. In a similar study,
Delides et al. analyzed squamous cell carcinomas in laryngectomy
specimens [104]. Fractal analysis of nuclear chromatin was per-
formed after binarization of the gray value images by the box-
counting method. Again, patients with lower FDs had statisti-
cally significant higher survival rates. In histological sections of
primary superficial spreading cutaneous melanomas stained with
H&E, the FD of the pseudo-3D nuclear images was a significant
independent risk factor for overall survival in a multivariate Cox
regression together with the Clark level. Patients with a higher
FD had a worse prognosis [113].

But not only in solid tumors, also in hematologic neoplasias,
fractal characteristics showed to be important prognostic factors.
In a preliminary study on 19 patients, Mashiah et al. suggested
some relation between the FD of binarized routinely stained leuke-
mic blasts and the clinical response of the patients [109]. But since
these authors did not add an adequate statistical analysis, there
results regarding survival should be interpreted with caution.

In the investigation of Adam et al. on routinely May-Grün-
wald-Giemsa-stained bone marrow smears of patients with
acute precursor B-cell leukemia, the chromatin FD was of no
prognostic relevance, but patients with higher R2 values showed
a prolonged survival [131]. Goodness-of-fit (R2) still remained as
an independent prognostic factor for overall survival in the
final multivariate Cox-regression, together with the peripheral
blood cell count and mean fluorescence intensity of CD45 in
flow cytometry (FIGURES 6 & 7).

A recent study using the same methodology in patients with
acute myeloid leukemia revealed similar results. In this
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Figure 6. Regression plot of the fractal determination in a
blast nucleus of a patient with acute precursor B lympho-
blastic leukemia. The y values of the measured values
(diamonds) are rather close to those of the calculated (ideal)
regression curve. The goodness-of-fit (R2 = 0.976) shows that the
observed structure approximates an ideal fractal. Scaling window:
200 nm–6.000 nm.
Raw data taken from [131].
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Figure 7. Regression plot of the fractal determination in a
blast nucleus of another patient with acute precursor B
lymphoblastic leukemia. In this case the y values of the
measured values (diamonds) are more distant to the calculated
(ideal) regression curve. The goodness-of-fit (R2 = 0.9395) shows
that the observed structure is more distant to an ideal fractal
than in Figure 6. Scaling window: 200 nm–6.000 nm.
Raw data taken from [131].
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investigation, the goodness-of-fit was also an independent favorable
prognostic factor for overall survival in the final multivariate Cox-
regressions, whereas the FD was of no prognostic relevance [132].

In a study applying the same techniques in May-Grünwald-
Giemsa-stained cytological bone marrow preparations from
patients with multiple myelomas, both the FD and its goodness-
of-fit were together with ISS stage independent prognostic factors
for overall survival in the final Cox model (FIGURES 8 & 9) [124]. The
FD was, again, an adverse prognostic factor in contrast to the good-
ness-of-fit, which was independently a favorable feature (TABLE 2).

Expert commentary
In summary, investigations from different and independent lab-
oratories have shown that the FD of chromatin in routinely
stained histological or cytological preparations:

1. Increases in various neoplasias during the evolution from
pre-neoplastic stages to cancer (carcinogenesis);

2. Increases in various malignancies during the evolution from
initial cancer stages to advanced stages (tumor progression);

3. Is higher in patients with bad prognosis. When this is not
the case, the goodness-of-fit of the FD is lower in
these patients.

It is noteworthy that in all these cases we are dealing with cut
sections (histology) or projections (cytology) of nuclei with dyes
bound to a 3D chromatin structure. There is experimental and
theoretical evidence of a relation between 3D fractal characteris-
tics and their counterparts in bi-dimensional projections. Lee and
Kramer performed image analysis of particulate aggregates formed
in coagulation processes and demonstrated that the 3D FDs can
be estimated using the 2D properties of fractal aggregates [144].
Vormoor demonstrated that the FD of clusters of colloidal par-
ticles can be calculated from the X-ray micrographs, which may
be considered as projections of these clusters [145]. According to
Pentland, 2D intensity images show a fractal pattern, if the corre-
sponding 3D structure is fractal in the general case of Brownian
self-similarity [141]. Therefore, relatively thick and stained histo-
logical 2D sections, as well as 3D projections of the nucleus into
the second dimension in cytological smears, both with fractal
properties, represent well the 3D optical organization [80].

From these studies, we can conclude that the 3D dye-
staining arrangement in fixed nuclei has fractal features, and
that changes of this 3D arrangement will be detectable in histo-
logic cut-sections or cytological smears.

Although it is rather intuitive to believe that the fractal char-
acteristics of this 3D dye-binding configuration and the fractal-
folding model of chromatin in the nucleus should be somehow
related, a clear-cut proof has not been demonstrated up
to now.

It is important to describe the general changes, in different
levels of the nuclear structure and organization, during carcino-
genesis and tumor progression and to look for differences
between nuclei of neoplasias with a good or a bad prognosis.

Carcinogenesis and tumor progression are accompanied by
both genomic and epigenomic changes, equivalent to

alterations of the chromatin texture. Genomic alterations
include single-nucleotide substitutions, insertions, gene
fusions, deletions, chromosomal rearrangements, copy-num-
ber alterations, whole-chromosome duplications/deletions and
inheritable changes in cell state or alterations of the chromo-
somal position [146,147]. Traditionally, these alterations have
been considered to arise sequentially and to give rise to the
progressively more aggressive and invasive phenotypes
observed during tumorigenesis [148]. Some replication timing
changes can directly provoke overt genomic instability and
induce dramatic mutational changes, such as chromothripsis
and kataegis [149,150].

Recent work suggests that the pattern of the SNCAs in can-
cer depends on the spatial proximity of DNA regions replicat-
ing at the same time, and thus is a consequence of the fractal
globule configuration [151]. Cancer progression is driven by the
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Figure 8. Estimation of the fractal dimension of a myeloma
cell nucleus. (A) Myeloma cell nucleus after segmentation (left)
and its pseudo 3D transformation (right). (B) The log-log-plot (also
called log-log plot or log-log graph ) for the determination of the
fractal dimension (FD) is estimated from the slope of the ideal
regression line (black) obtained by curve fitting. X-axis shows the
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Scaling window: 200 nm–6.000 nm.
Images and graph taken from [124].
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accumulation of a small number of genetic alterations, together
with the collective effect of tens of thousands of additional
mutations termed passengers. Moreover, neoplastic cells often
reveal alterations of chromosomal positioning associated with
increased gene expression. In this context, it was hypothesized
that relocation of the chromosomes may provoke alterations of
the chromatin pattern in malignant cells [114].

Epigenetic alterations may be very important for the patho-
genesis and progression of cancer [152,153]. Frequent epigenetic
changes in malignant neoplasias are global hypomethylation
and focal hypermethylation of multiple CpG island gene regu-
latory regions. Hypomethylated repeat sequences are decon-
densed. Hypomethylation may induce genetic instability and be
associated with tumor progression [154,155]. Malignant growth
may provoke histone modifications, which are epigenetic
regulators of chromatin and can influence the genome compart-
mentalization. DNA methylation, together with histone
modifications may induce aberrant gene expression in many
tumors [156]. Finally, it was postulated that malignant neoplasias
could not only reveal genetic but also epigenetic instability [157].

During carcinogenesis and tumor progression these phenom-
ena accumulate all over the nucleus, which is undergoing con-
stant remodeling with a progressive gain of dark chromatin spots
with hypomethylated ‘clear’ surroundings, resulting in an increas-
ing number of chromatin areas of varying staining intensity.
Additionally, translocations, gene amplifications and alterations
of the chromosomal positions create inside the rather limited
nuclear space more and more irregularly folded borders between
the darker (inactive) and lighter (active) chromatin areas. In the
pseudo-3D images, these nuclei are expected to show a ‘rougher’,
more space-filling surface, which is equivalent to a higher FD of
the chromatin. In other words, these multiple and widespread, in
part invisible chromatin alterations are added as a kind of noise
to the pre-existent fractal structure of the cancer cell nucleus,
which gains complexity and thus a higher FD. It is well known
that the addition of noise to a fractal image may increase its FD.

Generally, aggressive neoplasias are characterized by genetic
instability, with increased number of genetic or epigenetic
changes, which provoke more chromatin rearrangements per
nucleus. For various neoplasias, it has been shown that an
increasing number of chromosomal alterations is accompanied
by a worse prognosis. For example, metastasis development in
synovial sarcoma has been associated with chromosome com-
plexity [158]. In patients with myelodysplasia, a complex karyo-
type has been related to poor prognosis [159] and the
multifactor copy number index has shown to be an unfavorable
prognostic factor in patients with Ewing sarcoma [161]. In a
similar manner, patients with high-risk neuroblastomas and
only few copy number aberrations had a better prognosis [160].

Therefore, in genetically unstable neoplasias with a poor
prognosis we expect more complex chromatin remodeling, with
many areas of varying optical density (alternating lighter and
darker spots) and more irregular borders between them. These
morphologic features would be more space filling in the
pseudo-3D images, equivalent to a higher FD.

An alternative hypothesis to explain the increasing FD of
stained nuclei in more aggressive neoplasias would be based on
changes in the hetero-euchromatin balance. Recently, special
attention has been drawn to the darkly staining heterochroma-
tin texture in neoplastic cells, which, for pathologists, is a very
important diagnostic criterion. In cancer, heterochromatin

Table 1. Fractal changes of chromatin during carcinogenesis and tumor progression.

Tissue Preparation Image Results Ref.

Cervix Histology Binarized FD increasing from normal to CIN3 [126]

Cervix Cytology Binarized FD increasing from normal to HSIL [127]

Cervix Cytology Pseudo-3D FD increasing from normal to HSIL [128]

Oral

mucosa

Histology Binarized FD low in normal mucosa and stage I squamous cell carcinoma

FD higher in stage II–IV case FD higher in poorly than

well-differentiated carcinomas

[108]

Pancreas Histology Binarized FD higher in non-resectable than resectable adenocarcinomas [130]

FD: Fractal dimension; HSIL: High-grade lesions.
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domains can change their localization and form aberrant aggre-
gates, but the most frequent change is general heterochromatin
loss in cancer nuclei, very often associated with high malig-
nancy and poor prognosis [70]. Assuming a considerable heter-
ochromatin loss in high-risk neoplasias and a lower FD of
heterochromatin than of euchromatin, the average FD of the
nuclei would be higher in patients with bad prognosis, thus
explaining the results of the aforementioned studies. It is
noteworthy that in the studies of Bancaud et al., heterochroma-
tin had a considerably lower FD than euchromatin [80,81]. But
it has to be emphasized that this was only valid for a scaling
window from 2 to 100 nm, whereas the scaling windows of the
cited light microscopic studies were situated in the range
between 200 and 10,000 nm. On the other hand, it is possible
that the structural differences between eu- and heterochroma-
tin at the molecular level might have influenced the binding
characteristics of the dyes so that these differences at a molecu-
lar scale are now, again, present in the scaling window of light
microscopic observation. To the best of our knowledge, no
studies comparing the FDs of eu- and heterochromatin in rou-
tinely stained slides are available. But these investigations
would be essential in order to corroborate our hypothesis.

An equivalent to our variable ‘goodness-of-fit’, the so-
called ‘fractal fit’ was described by Di Giovanni et al. and used
for the analysis of breast tumors analyzed by dynamic contrast-
enhanced magnetic resonance imaging. The fractal fit of the
tumor images showed to be related to the tumor response to
chemotherapy [162]. At the moment, it is difficult to explain the
genetic or epigenetic equivalent of the variable ‘goodness-of-fit’.
In three studies, it had been shown that chromatin with higher
goodness-of-fit, that is, with a structure more close to the
‘ideal’ fractal, was an independent favorable prognostic feature,
that is, this variable revealed additional prognostic information

in the Cox regressions, that was independent from the prognos-
tic relevance of the FD and from other well-established clinical
and laboratory prognostic parameters.

The scaling window for the variable goodness-of-fit ranged
between 200 and 6000 nm. In order to explain the pathophysio-
logical meaning of this variable, we can hypothesize that the
large number of genetic and epigenetic modifications in more
aggressive neoplasias could disturb the process of chromatin self-
organization to such an extent that the fractal characteristics are
not as perfect as in less aggressive cases. But this explanation is
highly speculative at the moment.

FD analysis shows significant changes with image resolution
and exposure time in radiographic studies [163] and staining
intensity in cytological analysis [111]. The variable ‘goodness-of-
fit’ is a very robust texture analysis feature, since it is much
more independent of staining variations than the FD [111]. This
may in part explain, why in some studies only this variable and
not the FD was associated with patients’ survival.

It is noteworthy that the aforementioned studies were based
on images acquired from histological or cytological slides, stained
with various dyes (mainly H&E or Giemsa stains) in different
laboratories. Some investigators used binarized, others pseudo-
3D image projections. The binarization criteria varied, of course,
between the study groups, which makes a comparison of the
absolute values of the FDs rather difficult. Nevertheless, in all
studies an increasing FD (or decreasing goodness-of-fit) was an
indicator of a worse prognosis. Most probably, this might be
due to the fact that even under these varying conditions, all
staining procedures, although non-stoichiometric for DNA or
proteins, permit to distinguish eu- and heterochromatin in a sat-
isfactory manner, both in pseudo-3D and binarized images.

In summary, fractal features can be easily obtained from digital-
ized images of routinely stained cytological or histological tumor

Table 2. Fractal parameters of chromatin as prognostic factors in malignant neoplasias.

Neoplasia Preparation Image Multivariate
regression

Results Ref.

Oral squamous cell

carcinomas

Histology Binarized Yes FD adverse prognostic factor (survival) [108]

Larynx squamous cell

carcinomas

Histology Binarized No FD adverse prognostic factor (survival) [104]

Cutaneous

melanomas

Histology Pseudo-3D Yes FD adverse prognostic factor (survival) [113]

Myeloma Cytology Pseudo-3D Yes FD and goodness-of-fit adverse prognostic factors

(survival)

[124]

Acute myeloid

leukemia

Cytology Pseudo-3D Yes Goodness-of-fit adverse prognostic factor (survival) [132]

Acute precursor B

lymphoblastic

leukemia

Cytology Pseudo-3D Yes Goodness-of-fit adverse prognostic factor (survival) [131]

Meningiomas Histology Binarized Yes FD of contour adverse prognostic factors only in

univariate analysis (recurrence)

[136]
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preparations using simple, reproducible and inexpensive techni-
ques. Even routine slides from the archives may be used. There-
fore, retrospective studies are feasible without any additional
costs. Both, the FD and its goodness-of-fit, permit to estimate the
complexity of the chromatin rearrangement in a global manner in
tumor cells. Several studies indicate that both variables may reveal
new and biologically relevant prognostic information.

Five-year view
Although the presented methods have shown to be rather
robust, more basic studies must be done. The influence of dif-
ferent fixation procedures, as well as of different staining proto-
cols on the nuclear fractal features must be prospectively
studied. Comparison of light and electron microscopic images
would be useful. Suggestions of alternative staining and analysis
techniques were discussed in detail by Bancaud et al. [80]. As
mentioned before, eu- and heterochromatin should be eval-
uated separately. The practical value for prognosis of the fractal
features should be studied in many more tumor types, such as
breast, gastrointestinal and renal cancer, as well as gliomas, sar-
comas and lymphomas. At the moment, we do not know the
whole spectrum of histological tumor types where fractal fea-
tures of chromatin in routinely prepared slides could be used as
a prognostic marker. These studies should always include a
multivariate comparison with well-established clinical, labora-
tory and prognostic features. Further studies should include
molecular biologic evaluations, so that genetic and epigenetic
modifications could be related to changes of the fractal charac-
teristics. These studies are necessary, since we do not know the
extent of genetic or epigenetic alterations which is necessary to
cause morphologically detectable changes of fractality. It is
desirable to investigate which tumor types need a separate
investigation of chromatin from the nuclear periphery and the
central part of the nucleus [138]. Furthermore, it would be inter-
esting to include fractal variables in commercial softwares, espe-
cially the feature of goodness-of-fit. The concept of goodness-
of-fit should be compared with the concept of asymptotic frac-
tals [119,164] and variables derived from the latter should be

tested in prognostic marker studies. In general, it is necessary
to compare the classical methods to estimate the FD, described
in this review, with other mathematical concepts of the charac-
terization of fractality [164–166]. It would also be interesting to
use other methods for image generation, for example, new
non-invasive photonic techniques such as the FD measurements
in light scattering microscopy and look for the equivalence of
the results [165–167].

A new challenge for the fractal analysis is the introduction of
virtual microscopy [168–171], which uses whole or near-whole slide
digitalization with the creation of a huge storage demand. There-
fore, data compression is necessary, but this procedure reduces
considerably the reliability of the computational texture analy-
sis [172]. The development of alternative compression techniques is
desirable. Finally, fractal variables could be compared with other
texture parameters, for example, those obtained by partial-
wave spectroscopy of nuclear density variations, which has shown
to detect chromosome condensations in computer simulations [173].
Since the entropy concept has shown to reveal important informa-
tion on growth and evolution of malignant neoplasias, entropy cal-
culations of the chromatin structure or its image configurations
should be compared with fractal features [2,174,175].

In a recent study on the genome of Drosophila melanogaster,
Cattani and Pierro demonstrated in nucleotide sequences with
high FD a higher frequency distribution of guanine whereas a
low FD was characterized by more adenine [176]. Therefore, it
would be interesting to investigate whether the FD of stained
chromatin would, in a similar manner, indicate variations of
the chemical composition.

Finally, since it had been postulated that the fractal globule
might be an unstable conformation only existing in the pres-
ence of extra constraints such as cross-links, the influence of
different fixative solutions on the fractal characteristics of
stained chromatin should be investigated [177].
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Key issues

• The fractal concept has improved our understanding of many phenomena in biomedical sciences.

• Recently, a fractal globule model describing the 3D configuration of the cell nucleus has been introduced.

• In histology and cytology, fractal characteristics of chromatin have been described during the last 20 years.

• Fractal features, such as the fractal dimension or the goodness-of-fit of the regression curve can easily be estimated in digitalized

microscopic images.

• During carcinogenesis and tumor progression, the fractal dimension (FD) of chromatin usually increases.

• In various tumors, an increased FD is an unfavorable prognostic facture.

• The goodness-of-fit of the regression line may predict outcome, with a closer fit to the ideal fractal structure indicating a

better prognosis.

• Accumulating genetic and epigenetic alterations cause progressive chromatin remodeling.

• A more complex chromatin structure, less heterochromatin and a less perfect self-organization of the nucleus are expected in more

aggressive neoplasias.
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